


Abstract:
Cryptocurrency has grown from humble beginnings. From once being sco�ed at and
largely ignored, to raising eyebrows, to now attracting heavy attention from large financial 
institutions and governments, Cryptocurrency has earned its stripes. There remains room for 
improvement nonetheless. Problems exist with no good solutions. And opportunities are rife 
for existing institutions to take advantage of. Mutual gain is the philosophy of EvoChain's 
development process. Rather than a design model centered around an antagonistic mindset 
that puts crypto in the crosshairs of big banks, we've decided through careful reasoning that 
the best approach moving forward for all cryptocurrency is one that incorporates everyone's 
interests and presents a mutual benefit to all parties involved. 

EvoChain is a blockchain technological innovation that o�ers businesses and institutions the 
ability to benefit from blockchain technology, by applying it to smart invoices, and instant 
issue Visa Debit Card Numbers, enabling purchases through crypto even on sites that don't 
accept crypto payments, by utilizing smart invoices, no coding required, with no fees. The 
benefits of smart invoicing include error-proof payment systems in which payment receipt 
errors are impossible by design. Furthermore, EvoChain is compatible universally with other 
cryptos. Payments can be made or received in all cryptocurrencies. EvoChain's interconnec-
tivity is made possible by a inter-compatibility layering protocol which makes communica-
tion between chains simple, secure, and instant. By design, the larger the transaction network 
grows, the more secure it becomes, the faster it operates, without any scaling issues no 
matter how many transactions occur. 

EvoChain's development will be guided by democratic input from the community. EvoChain's 
blockchain backbone will be fully compatible with all major cryptos and even mainstream 
financial institutions. Additionally, 10% of ICO funds raised will be dedicated to research & 
development specifically for future blockchain technology in general, as well as specifically 
looking into the viability of applying genetic algorithms to blockchain e�iciency. Genetic algo-
rithms are used to evaluate maximize e�iciency for a given task in ways that are not possible 
through conventional means. Applying this method to the blockchain will enable us to find 
the most optimal solutions possible for a set of blockchain tasks. EvoChain's token will be 
used for anonymized data analytics purposes during this research, and instant Visa Debit 
swaps.
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1. Introduction
A. Blockchain overview
A1- Blockchains

Since January 2009, when Bitcoin was first introduced, the world has been inundated with 
blockchains. Hundreds of blockchains currently exist amounting to a market cap of nearly 300 
billion dollars. Total automation of finance has been a great promise of blockchain. Ethereum 
's blockchain and is notable for its having accomplished “Turing equivalence”, allowing for 
smart contracts to be initiated on-chain, without trust as a necessary element (because the 
contract is enforced regardless). Business can be carried out securely, and safely. Bitcoins 
built-in smart contract abilities are quite limited in contrast, using o� chain contracts to fulfill 
such needs. An example of this is the Lightning Network , a popular solution to Bitcoin's scal-
ing issues.

A2- Banking's Proposed Solutions

With finance changing rapidly, banks are having di�iculty maintaining pace with cryptocur-
rency, and this problem is compounded by the numerous incompatible blockchains in exist-
ence. Distributed Ledgers and private blockchains are the choice de jure for many big banking 
players, with hopes of maintaining a privileged role in market control. Additionally, many 
banks have resorted to banning the purchasing of cryptocurrencies outright to avoid compe-
tition in the first place. This is not helpful, it is bad for banks, and bad for cyptocurrency. There 
is a solution that benefits both banks and cryptocurrencies, by making the two compatible 
and mutually beneficial with one another, rather than seemingly antagonistic. EvoChain 
seeks to bridge the gap of trust, and business logic, by making crypto a net positive for banks, 
rather than a dangerous competitor for dominance. Rather, we compete smartly, and with 
cooperation and mutual benefit playing a leading role. With EvoChain, cryptocurrency's 
success is the banking world's success. Business can benefit greatly as well. 
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1. Introduction
VISA Debit Gi� Card Swaps 
EvoChain plans to implement instant VISA Debit Gi� Card issuance in exchange for crypto-
currency. A flat rate low fee will be charged, and VISA guidelines and rules will be applied, 
which is beyond our control. This involves EvoChain to attain a certain high level of Capital, 
as laid out in our ICO. Once we have achieved this, we will have the ability to set in motion 
the steps necessary to become a VISA Debit Gi� Card Issuer, which will enable users to sell us 
their Crypto in exchange for a VISA Debit Gi� Card number, with the balance sold to us in US 
Dollars.

This will enable users to purchase anywhere VISA is accepted as a payment method. This 
goes along with our philosophy of avoiding antagonistic contradictions with existing finan-
cial institutions, and instead creating harmony and mutual benefit between us and financial 
institutions, to eliminate incentives to create barriers and hardships for Crypto. This will work 
in the traditional way VISA debit gi� card issuance currently works. For instance, if you 
purchase VISA debit gi� cards in a traditional store in exchange for fiat, you can then 
purchase anything with your VISA debit card. 

EvoChain functions the same way in this regard, only we take crypto rather than fiat. This is 
a proven model that already exists in the real world, this is an evolution and opening up of 
that technology, applying it to new realms. Benefiting both Crypto, users, and financial insti-
tutions.
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2. EvoChain
B1 Towards a mutually beneficial relationship between crypto and financial institututions

Given the centralized nature of modern banking, and the threat crypto seemingly poses in the minds 
of some major institutions, crypto's future is thought to be antagonistic to the banking world's path 
to success. Many crypto enthusiasts have proposed a radical disconnect, where banks cannot benefit 
from the crypto-currencry rise, and where the relationship between finance and crypto grows more 
antagonistic by the day. The real goal here should not be to declare war on banking, but to make 
peace with it, and propose solutions that benefit both. EvoChain is such a proposal. EvoChain is com-
patible between blockchains as well as between
financial institutions. as such, an incentive begins to arise where crypto is protected by existing finan-
cial insitutions, rather than threatened by it. Currently, multiple blockchains exist and are incompati-
ble with one another, EvoChain resolves this without interfering in any blockchain's ability to exist. 

EvoChain lets multiple communities exist democratically without creating unnecessary and non-ben-
eficial anatagonisms. With EvoChain's inter-chain smart invoice protocol, traditional finance and 
business can utilize crypto currency to create "easy smart invoices", where billing is replaced by an 
errorfree system without fees. Where any currency can be accepted as payment, in either direction, 
thanks to our inter-chain protocol, EvoChain. Bridging the gap between the needs of financial institu-
tions and cryptocurrency, EvoChain enables a system where a user can send x amount of cryptocur-
rency to a specified address, and quickly receive a Visa Debit Gi� Card number for use with any web-
site that accepts Visa transactions. Never again be roadblocked by a site that does not accept crypto, 
just swap your tokens for a one-time Visa Debit Card with a balance exactly equal to the amount you 
sent at the time, converted to dollars. We will need to raise substantial additional capital to realize 
this goal, as determined by our so�/hard caps.

B2. EvoChain - Interchain Transactions

EvoChain enables one to one enclosed systems to communicate with one another, without central 
control, and without human error. Few good solutions exist to address this issue, and none exist for 
inter-chain invoices compatible with all blockchains. 

Enter EvoChain. What does it do and how does it work? As with the internet, layers that function relia-
bly and independent of trust is necessary. This is the basis for EvoChain, which enables inter-chain 
transactions for all existing blockchains and traditional finance systems. Business to business, person 
to person, b-ank to bank, or any combination thereof. Additionally, a portion of funds (10%) raised 
once the ICO has completed will go to researching and developing the potential of applying genetic 
algorithms to advancing blockchains technology, searching for the most optimal solutions possible, 
and applying them to the real world. EvoChain's tokens will be used for anonymized data analytics as 
part of this research and development e�ort. Furthermore, we are working to become a certified Visa 
Debit Gi� Card issuer, so we can accept all crypto and instantly issue Visa Debit Gi� Card numbers 
online (no physical card).



2. EvoChain
Currently, crypto transactions can take several minutes, to several hours. Lightning Network and 
other proposed solutions like Raiden enable instant transactions. If certain conditions are met, there 
is no limit to the number of transactions that can take place instantly without delay. What crypto 
needs now is a "go-between", such as EvoChain, to enable inter-chain communication. This will 
enable super-rapid trading, with infinite transactions at any given time, as well as very low transaction 
fees. Bitcoin, for example, can be sent through the EvoChain blockchain to save on transaction fees in 
certain circumstances. What this means is crypto can become extremely easy to use for day-to-day 
purchases, trading, investing, smart invoicing, etc.

What we get is the dream of crypto realized: instant inter-chain transactions, as well as transactions 
between blockchains and financial institutions and businesses. So what does this all mean in the 
end? Smart invoices will usher in an era of error-proof billing, and allow for payment in any currency, 
crypto or otherwise. There will be no need to trust third parties, or other users, no room for human 
error, etc. No need to wait hours for transactions to finalize. Evo Chain enables all of this. 

The benefits of EvoChain are numerous:

● Low-cost, high-speed transactions 

between chains and financial institutions

● Business to business transactions, person 

to person transactions, bank to bank or any 

combination

● Transactions are entirely secure

● Funds future R&D of genetic algorithms 

applies to blockchain technology

● Easy Smart invoicing system creates 

potential for error-proof billing, no coding 

required on your part with our "easy 

invoice" system.

● Crypto-banks and traditional banks can 

have new revenue sources

● Adaptable to new blockchain 

technologies, hassle free

● Anonymous, safe, enables larger 

transaction volumes with any currency type

● Compatible with existing crypto-banking 

solutions as well as traditional banking: you 

decide which solution works for you, 

EvoChain works with all of them.

● Instant-issue VISA Debit Gi� Card means 

you can purchase anything online, even if 

they don't accept crypto!



3. Compatibility
C1. Compatibility requirements?

We all know how blockchain technology works. Below is an overview of why EvoChain is 
di�erent, but not overly unfamiliar. No learning curve necessary.

Below outlines some compatability requirements for EvoChain function and use

C2 Compatibility needed with a blockchain to work with EvoChain

Requirement:

1. A simple hash, and Transaction-guards to move between chains and to enable refunds 
where banks or businesses are involved.
2. A Time-Renumeration Feature as outlined below

C3 Multisig

Multi-sigs enable easy and secure transactions between chains. This is a common standard in 
existing blockchains, meaning EvoChain is compatible with all of them.

Figure ‘A’
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C4 Transaction-Guard

Transaction guards enable refunds to be issues when one party is a bank or a business. trans-
action-guards ensure customers feel protected when using crypto to deal with businesses or 
banks, or even unknown person to person transactions (such as eBay or Amazon, hypotheti-
cally).

FIGURE ‘B’

C5 Encryption

Encryption via hash functions are commonly used mean to safeguard transactions before 
they are received and confirmed. They work in one direction only, from sender to receiver, 
and prevent interception by unauthorized parties. They safeguard transactions from being 
read or stolen by other parties. Only authorized parties can receive the transactions using this 
method.

FIGURE ‘C’

In order to route across multiple blockchains, we need the same hash function available in 
the smart contracting language of each blockchain participating on such a route.
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C6 Building Blocks for EvoChain

C7 Timed Refunds
A timed refund is nothing more than a transaction guard combined with the features of a 
hashlock, for refund purposes.

FIGURE ‘D’

Timed Refunds in EvoChain can be used to initiate refunds and safeguard transactions, as 
demonstrated below:

FIGURE ‘E’
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C8 Remuneration Chains
Remuneration Chains as shown below are the basic foundation of EvoChain. As shown earlier, 
Remuneration Chains look di�erent with each blockchain used. Here is one example:
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C9 Cross-chain Remuneration Chains
EvoChain utilizes Timed Refunds & Remuneration Chains for cross-chain invoices and transactions.

ICO Details:
Token distribution: 

EvoChain Token (ECHO)
Name: ECHO Value: USD $0.25

PUBLIC: 94%

TEAM/ADVISORS/PARTNERS: 6%
*unsold tokens at end of ICO will be burned, 
not including 6% issued to team/advisors/
partners*

April 6- April 13                                               

April 14- April 21                                               

April 14- May 3                                                     

June 1 - June 9                                                 

June 10 - June 17                                 

June 18 - June 30                                               

July 1 - July 9                                            

Pre-Sale  BONUS WEEKS:

ICO  BONUS WEEKS:

20%

10%

5%

20%

10%

5%

No bonus



Pre-Sale
April 6, 2018 - May 3, 2018

ICO funds allocation

Token Generation Event: (ICO Public)
June 1, 2018 - July 9 2018

 2,500,000

Type: Private - Whitelist

KYC: Required for USA

Tokens for sale:

$100,000 - $10,000,000Amount to 
accept: 

320,000,000

Type: Public

KYC: Required for USA

Tokens for sale:

$1,000,000 - $80,000,000

$0.25
(no minimum order)

Amount to 
accept: 

Price per ECHO 
token before bonus: 

Marketing: 30%

Management: 30%

Legal & Regulatory: 5%

EvoChain Protocol: 25%

Research & Development: 10%



D. EvoChain Benefits

In summary, EvoChain benefits Businesses and regular users alike as
follows:

D1 Enjoy the following benefits:

● No Cost: Transactions/smart invoices 
are free
● Instant Transactions: Never wait again 
for a transaction
● Swap for instant-issue Visa Debit Card, 
compatible universally, even on sites 
that don't accept crypto! 
Low, Flat Rate Fee for this service.
● Universal smart invoices: send or 
receive smart invoices using any 
cryptocurrency

● Open to all: No minimum or 
maximum transaction amount.
● Reliable: Error-free invoices, never 
again accidentally forget a customer paid 
an invoice
● Security: Completely secure and safe.
● Anonymized: Anonymized 
transactions for privacy purposes.

Conclusion
Error-proof smart and simplified invoices for business to business transactions, person to 
person transactions, institution to institution transactions, or any combination thereof. Data 
analytics for future blockchain research looking into the viability of genetic algorithms in 
designing a maximally optimized and e�icient blockchain technology. Instant-issue Visa 
Debit Swap, low flat-rate fees, buy anything with crypto!
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